
Mimeo®



Always the Right Fit
The latest back technology, combined with multiple personalized features, create a unique seating experience for 
highly collaborative and active workstyles. 

Innovative Design
Mimeo transforms work environments with its distinctive aesthetic and innovative materials. Advanced technologies, 
such as automatic motion control and the uniquely shaped back, provide specialized ergonomic support. Mimeo 
can blend in or stand out with a variety of finish and upholstery options.

Task Chair Task Stool

Optional external lumbar 
support can be added at  
any time. 

The open arms adjust in four 
directions and recline with the 
back to support your body in 
many positions. 

Weight-activated motion 
allows for a balanced recline 
and healthy movement 
without manual adjustment. 

Intelliform™ technology 
includes a polymer back, 
allowing the material to flex 
and move with the user. 
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Mimeo designed by Bruce Fifield, Fifield Design

Cover Task Chair: Onyx Mesh, Black Mesh Carrier, Inertia Onyx Upholstery, Black Frame/Base p. 2 Task Chair and Stool: Fog Mesh, Titanium Mesh 
Carrier, Inertia Fog Upholstery, Titanium Frame/Base, p. 3 Task Chairs: Glow Mesh, White Mesh Carrier, Inertia Glow Upholstery, Titanium Frame/Base
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Go to allsteeloffice.com/configurator  
to customize this product for your space. 

Task

StoolChair

©2018 Allsteel Inc.  
Allsteel and Mimeo are registered trademarks 
and Intelliform is a trademark. Indoor Advantage 
is a trademark of SCS Global Services. level is 
a registered trademark of BIFMA International. 

Armless models also available for task chair and task stool.

Mimeo Statement of Line

Although the colors reproduced in this brochure were  
matched with care, they may vary from the actual finish.  
When color is critical, please obtain a physical sample.

Mesh Carrier Colors

Mesh Back Colors

Frame/Base Colors

Black

Fog Onyx

Titanium

Black

Glow Cobalt AmethystShadow

Graphite

Leaf

White

Titanium

Loft

A wide selection of seating upholsteries is available online at allsteeloffice.com.
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